Langevin simulation of rf collisional multipactor breakdown of gases.
The thresholds for the electron multiplication in both multipactor and the so-called collisional multipactor microwave discharges are calculated by means of an individual particle model. The simulations are restricted to low and intermediate gas pressures, where the collisional mean-free path of electrons is of the same order or larger than the characteristic dimension of the system. Thus, the charge multiplication is caused by both the electron impact ionization of the neutral gas and the secondary electron emission by electron collisions at the surfaces. The charge avalanche is simulated by the numerical integration of the trajectories of electrons up to the characteristic time for the space-charge buildup. The electron dynamics is described by the stochastic Langevin equations where the collisional scatter of electrons is incorporated by means of a random force, while the microwave electric field and the friction are deterministic forces. The physical properties of materials at the walls are considered by means of realistic models deduced from experimental data fitting, while the constant collision frequency model is used for elastic and inelastic electron collisions with neutral atoms. Previous results for low pressure electron multipactor are recovered, and for pressures corresponding to collisional multipactor the predictions of this simple model are in agreement with both the experimental results and particle in cell and Monte Carlo simulations. Finally, physical conditions under which the charge multiplication develops and the limitations for higher pressures of the proposed model are also discussed.